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What are squeeze-outs and 
delistings? 

• Squeeze out (in the form of compulsory 
acquisitions or schemes of arrangements) 
– bidder acquires 100% of target 

• Delisting (followed by exit offers) – bidder 
procures the target to be delisted, followed 
by making an exit offer 
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Presentation Notes
Squeeze-outs are controversial because controlling shareholders can forcibly expropriate shares of minority against their wishes. Explain squeeze out: (1) general offer followed by compulsory acquisition where the bidder receives a high threshold of the offer shares(2) Scheme of arrangement – bidder obtains full control of the target in a single transaction and which requires the approval of shareholders holding 75% of voting rightsExplain delisting – de facto form of squeeze out 



Summary of thesis 

• Differences in how Hong Kong and 
Singapore regulate privatisations 

• Impact of these differences 
– Outcome to minority shareholders (empirical 

study on privatisations in Hong Kong and 
Singapore over 2008-2014 period) 

– Interaction between privatisations and related 
party transactions (another form of tunneling) 

• Explanation for the differences 
• Normative implications 
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Privatisations – The Theoretical 
Framework 
• Coercive nature of privatisations, particularly by 

controlling shareholders 
• Agency problem and the “law matters” thesis 

– Conflict between controlling and minority shareholders 
(controlling shareholders choose timing and consideration) 

– Versus privatisation may be value enhancing for controlling 
shareholders 

• Interest group politics to explain the reasons for the 
differences 
– Extending Armour and Skeel’s theory (Armour and Skeel, “Who 

Writes the Rules for Hostile Takeovers and Why? – The Peculiar 
Divergence of  US and UK Takeover Regulation” to jurisdictions 
with concentrated shareholdings?) 
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Presentation Notes
Privatisation is coercive because:Deprives shareholder of participation in the companyWhere controlling shareholders effect privatisation, it is a form of appropriation of private benefits of control, raising the classical conflict between interests of controlling shareholders and minority shareholders Conflicts of interests:Controlling shareholders can choose timingControlling shareholders choose value of consideration, not approved by target boardsBut privatisation not unequivocally bad, if the controlling shareholders no longer desire a listingLaw matters thesisGetting the balance right between controlling and minority shareholders is important. A significant body of research, known as “law matters” research, led by La Porta and his team, have shown that the legal framework governing financial markets and corporate governance, in particular, protection of minority shareholders, had an important role to play in creating the conditions for strong capital markets and economic growth.  While the link between law and financial development is one of cause or effect has been hotly debated in later studies, the hypothesis has not been decisively rejected. Legal requirements impose the constraints on controlling shareholders’ ability to privatise the targets at unfair prices. It remains an empirical question as to whether the wealth effects to minority shareholders is correlated to the kind of legal rules in two different jurisdictions, which this paper seeks to test. 	Interest group politics - In influential article discussing the evolution of the hostile takeover regime in UK and US, Armour and Skeel argue that UK takeover regulation, favouring greater protection of shareholders’ interests found in the City Code of Takeovers and Mergers, is attributable to the UK’s self-regulatory regime and aggressive lobbying by the institutional shareholders, as opposed to the US where the courts remain the arbiter of takeover disputes. UK takeover regulation is shaped by institutional shareholders pre-empting legislative intervention while US regulation is derived from judge-made case law, largely from Delaware. More recently, Armour, Jacobs and Milhaupt extended the analysis to Japan, which has adopted elements of US takeover regulation and which has largely dispersed shareholdings of publicly listed companies. They argue that the diversity in the hostile takeover regimes in all three jurisdictions is the product of the interaction between the ‘demand side’ (being the individuals, firms or public) and the ‘supply side’ of rule production (being the legislature, courts and regulators). Can the theory of interest group politics apply outside of the US, the UK and Japan, which have relatively dispersed shareholding, to jurisdictions with concentrated shareholdings? 	



Choice of jurisdictions 

• We choose Hong Kong and Singapore to 
compare for the following reasons: 
– Exploit the small but important differences in 

regulation (HK being more stringent in 
allowing privatisations, as compared to 
Singapore) and explain whether differences 
lead to substantive consequences 

– Similar enforcement framework in the two 
jurisdictions 
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Regulatory differences between HK 
and Singapore 

  Hong Kong Singapore 

General offer 
followed by 
compulsory 
acquisition 

• 90% of offer shares 
AND 90% of 
disinterested shares 

• 90% cannot include 
shares held by bidder 
and associates or 
concert parties 

• 90% of offer shares 
• 90% cannot include 

shares held by bidder 
and related corporation 
(narrower than 
associates and concert 
parties) so room for 
arbitrage 
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While Hong Kong and Singapore transplanted the UK model of takeover regulation and companies legislation, there are differences.General offer – 90% in HK is more restrictive than Singapore – cannot count associates, Singapore can count associates unless they are related corporations [HK has followed UK but Singapore has departed from UK]Schemes of arrangement – Similar approval thresholds but HK has a unique 10% objection rule which Singapore does not have [neither does UK]Delisting offer – HK and Singapore requires 75% vote of shareholding but HK more restrictive – shares held by bidder, controlling shareholders cannot count [Both Singapore and HK have diverged from the UK approach]UK – from 2014, bidder with more than 50% of the shareholdings must upon reaching 75% obtain the majority of the minority



Regulatory differences between HK 
and Singapore 

Hong Kong Singapore 
Scheme of 
arrangement 

• Pre-2014 – Majority in number 
representing 75% in value 
AND not more than 10% of 
disinterested shares cast votes 
against  
  

• Post-2014 - 75% in value AND 
not more than 10% of 
disinterested shares cast votes 
against 
  

• Disinterested shares will mean 
that shares held by bidder and 
associates cannot count (note 
definition of associates not 
identical to the definition in 
general offers) 

• Majority in number 
representing 75% in 
value 
  

• Court has discretion 
to disapply the 
majority in number 
requirement 
  

• 75% cannot include 
shares held by bidder 
and concert parties 
(Takeover Code) 
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Regulatory differences between HK 
and Singapore 

Hong Kong Singapore 
Delisting offer • 75% vote of disinterested 

shares, present and 
voting and not more than 
10% of the disinterested 
shares voting against  

• Disinterested shares 
mean that shares held by 
bidder, CEO, controlling 
shareholders and their 
associates cannot count 

• 75% present and 
voting and not more 
than 10% voting 
against  

• No exclusion 
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Dataset 

• Privatisations of HK and Singapore listed  companies for 2008-2014 
period 

• Focus on companies that are privatised by controlling shareholders 
(defined as holding 30% or more as at the date of offer, including 
holdings by concert parties) 

• We examine premiums of offer price to volume weighted average 
price (1, 3, 6 and 12 months) 

• Our approach is consistent with Subramanian (for US transactions) 
and Bugeja (for Australian transactions)* 
 
 
 

*M Bugeja et al, “To scheme or bid? Choice of takeover method and impact on 
premium” (2015) Aust J of Mgt 1; G Subramanian, “Post-Siliconix Freeze-outs: 
Theory and Evidence” (2007) 36 J of Legal Studies 1 
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Summary of key findings 

• Singapore has far more privatisations than Hong 
Kong, taking into account the respective sizes of the 
markets, and premium payable is significantly less 
than Hong Kong 

• Significant arbitrage opportunities in Singapore 
using the general offers, with the effect that 
premium payable in arbitrage is significantly less 
than in non-arbitration cases 

• Hong Kong has far higher intensity of related party 
transactions, compared with Singapore, which 
represents another form of tunnelling 
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Findings – Difference in Outcomes 

• Figure 1: Differences in frequencies and transaction structures 
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Presentation Notes
The number of cases in the two markets are consistent with our hypothesis that Singapore is more liberal in the privatisation requirements, particularly in favour of controlling shareholders, resulting a larger number of cases in Singapore than in Hong Kong even if we confine to cases where the bidder’s shareholding is higher than 30% at the commencement of the offer (also known as toehold). 



Findings – Difference in outcomes 

Figure 2: Privatisations by controlling and non-
controlling shareholders in each market 
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Figure 2 further shows the breakdown of privatisations effected by bidders and their concert parties who hold more than 30% of the target respectively. 



Findings – Difference in outcomes 
(comparing VWAP)  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comparing the two jurisdictions, we find that in general:Premiums offered in Hong Kong are statistically significantly higher than in Singapore. If we compare all the cases between the two markets, we find that generally the mean of premiums offered in Hong Kong is statistically significantly higher than the premiums in Singapore.  If we further control the size and profitability of a company (including total assets, total earnings and returns on asset), in unreported results, we find that the differences in means to premiums still stand for premiums to 1-month and 3-month VWAP (significant at 1% level) and 6-month VWAP (with p value on the borderline of 0.055). We find that the differences in means between Singapore and Hong Kong is statistically significant for premiums to 1-month, 3-month and 6-month (significant at 1% level) and premiums to NAV and 12-month VWAP (significant at 5% level).Boxplot shows the premiums to the VWAPs for Hong Kong and Singapore. 



Findings – Difference in outcomes (comparing 
arbitrage v. non-arbitrage cases in Singapore) 
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Presentation Notes
Focusing at Singapore, there is the puzzle of why among privatisation of companies with controlling shareholders, general offers remains much more common than schemes of arrangement. In addition, there is the puzzle of why minority shareholders do not seem to have received a lower premium in schemes than in general offers. The approval threshold for general offers (90%) is higher than for schemes of arrangement (75%) and we would expect that the premium for general offers will be higher since the support required increases and yet the evidence is mixed.  To explain these differences, we hypothesise that there is significant transaction arbitrage that is exercised by controlling shareholders, such that controlling shareholders are able to select transaction structures that allow their votes to be counted into the compulsory acquisition threshold. In addition, we hypothesise that with the arbitrage, controlling shareholders can avoid paying a higher premium. To test our hypothesis, we look at the general offers in Singapore and identify which are the ones that are arbitrage cases, based on the two incidents of arbitrage outlined above. We find that almost half of the general offers (29 cases out of 63) in Singapore involve transaction arbitrage. By conducting a two-sample t-test, we find that the premium payable to minority shareholders in arbitrage cases of general offers is statistically lower than in non-arbitrage cases in respect of premiums to the latest net asset value (significant at 1% level) and premiums to 6-month and 12-month VWAP (significant at 5% level).  See Box Plot ASuch premium paid in arbitrage cases is also consistent with the premium payable for delisting offers, resulting a lack of statistical significance between the means of arbitrage cases of general offers and delisting offers (see Box Plot D). The difference is more obvious when we compare the means of non-arbitrage cases of general offers and delisting offers, with premiums for non-arbitrage cases statistically significantly lower than those for delisting offers (see Box Plot B). Once we compare non-arbitrage general offers and schemes (see Box Plot C), there is no significant difference in any of the premiums payable. Thus, the fact that the approval threshold for non-arbitrage general offers is stricter than for schemes of arrangement has not resulted in a difference in the outcomes.  Cf Bugeja which found a difference but could be attributable to small sample size of schemes in Singapore



Privatisations and related party 
transactions 
• Related party transactions (RPTs), connected party transactions 

(CPTs, HK) and interested person transactions (IPTs, Singapore)  
• While they are not per se detrimental to the company or 

shareholders, minority shareholders are potentially prejudiced at two 
levels: 
– Reduction in the net asset value of the company, and  
– Having been brought out at low prices. (See Du et al have found 

that in respect of Hong Kong privatisation transactions carried 
out between 1989 to 2008, controlling shareholders carry out 
self-dealing transactions that lead to low stock prices, and when 
remaining public is no longer attractive, controlling shareholders 
privatise and pay a low premium to minority shareholders). 
  
 

Du J, He Q & Yuen SW (2013) “Tunneling and the decision to go 
private: Evidence from Hong Kong” 22 Pacific Basin Finan. J. 50. 
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While RPTs, CPTs and IPTs are not per se detrimental to the company or shareholders, we examine these transactions because they are an important source of value diversions by controlling shareholders. In particular, when RPTs, CPTs and IPTs are followed by privatisation by the related party or connected /interested party respectively, minority shareholders are potentially prejudiced at two levels, first the reduction in the net asset value of the company, and subsequently, having been brought out at low prices. Du et al have found that in respect of Hong Kong privatisation transactions carried out between 1989 to 2008, controlling shareholders carry out self-dealing transactions that lead to low stock prices, and when remaining public is no longer attractive, controlling shareholders privatise and pay a low premium to minority shareholders. Adapting Du et al’s study, we seek to test whether the premium offered by the controlling shareholders in privatisations is correlated with the existence of RPTs, CPTs and IPTs of the issuer in the fiscal year prior to the privatisation. We analyse each country separately for CPTs and IPTs; the transactions of CPTs and IPTs are not directly comparable as Hong Kong and Singapore listing rules are not identical in their regulation. 



Findings - Privatisations and RPTS 

Variables 
  

Singapore Hong Kong 
  

Premiums to 3-
month VWAP 

(N=74) 

Premiums to 1-
month VWAP 

(N=26) 

Premiums to 3-
month VWAP 

(N=26) 

Premiums to 6-
month VWAP 

(N=26) 

Premiums to 12-
month VWAP 

(N=26) 
  

CPT/IPT 0.80795* 
(0.03298) 

-0.0471^ 
(0.01172) 

-0.03920^ 
(0.11265) 

-0.03898^ 
(0.01106) 

-0.03323* 
(0.15289) 

Board size -0.67551 
(2.08715) 

-4.45723 
(2.56345) 

-4.3062 
(3.02025) 

-1.70850 
(3.72126) 

1.17215 
(4.45287) 

Proportion of 
independent directors -0.17326 

(0.27736) 
0.99510 

(0.71801) 

0.70734 
(0.64609) 

0.53020 
(0.65039) 

-0.65717 
(0.85886) 

ln(total asset) -0.89483 
(1.93001) 

8.97701 
(7.01778) 

7.61471 
(6.99106) 

9.21052 
(6.16270) 

7.51856 
(7.50378) 

Market-to-book ratio -2.83334 
(1.46033) 

5.39201^ 
(1.71651) 

2.85806 
(1.53086) 

0.52344 
(1.60645) 

-1.40423 
(1.92134) 

Debt-to-equity Ratio -0.01970 
(0.02996) 

0.42592 
(0.38015) 

0.03138 
(0.03395) 

0.04288 
(0.03134) 

0.06002 
(0.03752) 

Ln(earning) -2.92516 
(2.33679) 

-0.67767 
(1.76873) 

-2.28978 
(2.24443) 

-2.60283 
(2.26927) 

0.28662 
(2.73987) 

Free cash flow 49.38454 
(30.51146) 

-198.3921 
(127.0224) 

-224.8956 
(124.1021) 

-184.5466 
(119.5796) 

-109.7585 
(132.9551) 

Constant 104.1941^ 
(37.05606) 

-14.1197 
(51.0534) 

43.154~ 
(59.84234) 

13.1665 
(56.94537) 

-7.2454 
(71.33053) 

  
R2 

  
0.136 

  
0.437 

  
0.270 

  
0.247 

  
0.311 

  
Note: 
1. Data is presented as coefficiency (standard error). 
2. ^ Significant at 1% confidence level; * Significant at 5% confidence level. 
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Findings - Privatisations and RPTs 

• HK has far higher levels of RPTs than Singapore. 
• But mixed evidence on correlation between connected 

transactions (CPTs) and interested person transactions (IPTs) 
and premiums 

• Regression model shows no statistically significant 
relationship between total amount of RPT and premiums 
offered to shareholders in either country.  

• But we found negative correlation between the premium to 3-
month, 6-month and 12-month VWAP obtained in 
privatisations effected by controlling shareholders and the 
CPTs entered into in the financial year prior to privatisation for 
Hong Kong. However, we find no statistically significant 
results for Singapore IPTs except 3-month VWAP.  
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Explanation for differences in regulation – 
using interest group theory 

• Singapore’s experience with compulsory 
acquisition provisions 
– 2002 amendment 
– 2008-2014 reforms to the Companies Act 

• Hong Kong’s experience with compulsory 
acquisition provisions 
– Influence of the press 
– Greater participation by the retail market 
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Interest group politics – we look at the demand and supply side of the regulationThe reforms of section 215 of the Companies Act in 2002 and in 2008 are examples. In 2002, the Company Legislation and Regulatory Framework Committee (whose members comprise representatives from the legal and accounting professions and major governmental bodies) recommended that section 215 be amended to require that the 90% threshold exclude shares already held bidder’s associates as at the date of the offer. However, when the Companies (Amendment) Bill 2003 was published (which was eventually enacted), the Bill did not adopt the recommendation entirely but only excluded shareholdings held by a related corporation of the bidder or its nominees, which is considerably narrower than “associates” found in UK and Hong Kong. There was no explanation in the Explanatory Statement to the Bill as to why the recommendation was not accepted in its entirety but it appears that the Government has not been willing to make far-reaching changes against blockholders. In connection with the more recent company reform exercise that originated from 2008, the Steering Committee, whose majority is drawn from the legal and accounting professions and major government bodies, recommended again that the shareholdings of “associates” are to be disregarded for the purpose of computing the 90% threshold. However, after an extensive consultation process, the Government ultimately did not accept the recommendations. None of the grounds provided is particularly persuasive. In fact, the second ground they suggest that blockholders have influential in the providing feedback to the Government to the effect that the path towards privatisation should not be too onerous. The first ground ignores the press articles expressing the concern of the tyranny of the majority in privatisation transactions. As to the third ground, there were no specific instances cited as difficulties of implementation in UK or in Hong Kong. As for the fourth ground, the 2002 Company Legislation and Regulatory Framework Committee report pointed out that the Singapore courts are unlikely to intervene in favour of the minority shareholder, based on the prevailing English case law.  In contrast, in Hong Kong, the attention of the press was drawn to the instances of particularly egregious examples of privatisations that took place in the 1990s and 2000s. For example, in the the aftermath of the controversial 1990 Video Technology privatisation, market participants actively lobbied the HKEX, which introduces the requirement to ensure that controlling shareholders cannot vote in the back-door delistings. Likewise, in the case of the schemes of arrangement, in 1992, the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) conducted a consultation on giving the minority shareholders a greater say in privatisation by way of raising the approval threshold to 90%, and expressly refers to the concerns expressed by investors and media of the then recent effected by schemes of arrangement. Even though this restrictive approval for scheme of arrangement was further relaxed in 1998 and eventually, in 2001 to a 10% objection rule, it remains stricter than in Singapore. In 2009, the SFC intervened directly when there was widespread media attention on, among other things, the perceived expropriation of minority shareholders in privatisation. In Re PCCW, under the proposed (and subsequently revised) scheme of arrangement, the joint offerors and their associates were to acquire 100% of PCCW and the independent shareholders were to receive HK$4.50 per share. The independent board committee of directors of PCCW, taking into account the recommendation of the independent financial adviser, was of the view that the terms of the scheme were “fair and reasonable” insofar as the independent shareholders were concerned and recommended that the independent shareholders vote in favour of the scheme. However, minority shareholders protested as to the adequacy of the price and the SFC intervened at the court hearing to sanction at the scheme meeting. Why have the regulators (including the SFC and courts) have made it a priority to ensure protection of the minority investors in Hong Kong in 1990s through to 2000s, more so that in Singapore? We suggest that it is because of the higher local retail participation in the stock market, and the fact that the regulator wanted to correct particularly egregious behaviour of controlling shareholders that occurred in response to media reports, in Hong Kong. Unlike other kinds of expropriating behaviour such as RPTs, CPTs (Hong Kong) and IPTs (Singapore) where the exact private benefits of control are not disclosed and tunneling is much more difficult to measure, unfair privatisations are more visible as there are existing benchmarks which shareholders can use, including premiums to historical share prices, profitability and asset values.  We argue that the SFC took a more pro-minority investor protection attitude in 1990s due to the aggressive documented privatisations of family controlled companies that were reported widely by the media. This could be seen from the Video-Tech privatisation in 1990. In 1992, in connection with the consultation for giving minority shareholders a greater say in whether privatisations effected by schemes of arrangement are successful, the SFC pointed to the risks of that Hong Kong investors face due to the closely held nature of Hong Kong companies (which at that time was the predominance of family controlled companies), the limited development of independent directors, and the lack of an activist institutional base. Similar concerns arose in 1998 in connection with determining the appropriate threshold for schemes of arrangement. The PCCW case in 2009 was also accompanied with widespread media attention.In contrast, the privatisations and delistings in the 1990s in Singapore tended to be situations involving external bidders willing to take the companies private by offering decent premiums. Privatisations at opportunistic prices only became controversial in Singapore only during post-dot com bubble in 2001, in the wake of the SARS epidemic in 2003 and particularly the global financial crisis of 2008. While both Singapore and Hong Kong experienced the same bubbles and crises outlined in the preceding paragraph, opportunistic behaviour of controlling shareholders began to surface in 1999 and in the 2000s in Singapore. In response, independent law reform committees in Singapore began to recommend the law and regulation to be more consistent with the UK and Hong Kong. However, it is suggested that the Government has been reluctant to make it too difficult for blockholders of family companies to privatise or restructure the operations. The Singapore regulators were also concerned not to put in place policies that discourage companies (and their controlling shareholders) from listing in Singapore. Unlike Hong Kong, while the media in Singapore may report on the general dissatisfaction of the minority shareholders in the privatisation, the impact is somewhat lessened since the local retail participation in the stock market has historically been lower in Singapore than in Hong Kong. Since 1990, 9.2% of the adult population has become invested in the Hong Kong stock market and this figure rose to 21.5% and 36.2% in 2000 and 2014 respectively. While we are unable to obtain comparable figures for Singapore for the 1990s, but by 2009, only 11.1% of the adult population are stock investors in Singapore, compared to 22.98% in Hong Kong. In 2014, SGX has also separately reported that only 8 to 10% of the whole population in Singapore was invested in stocks, compared to 25% in Hong Kong.  Given the lower retail participation in the stock market, it is likely that media reports on unfair privatisations have less influence on the regulators. 



Explanation for differences in regulation – 
using interest group theory 

• Mode of regulation 
– Singapore views matters of compulsory 

acquisition as reserved for the legislature 
– Hong Kong’s non-legislative solution (eg 

takeover regulation and stock exchange rules 
take the lead)  

• Mode of regulation leads to substantive 
differences in regulation 
– Legislation (requires certainty and 

predictability) 
19 
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Mode of regulationIn Hong Kong, the main driver of tightening of the privatisation rules has been the SFC and the SEHK, which have overseen or undertake the amendments in the Hong Kong Takeover Code and the SEHK listing rules respectively. Half of the board of HKSE comprises of the Government nominees, excluding the chief executive. It is only in more recent years (in 2012) that statutory backing is given to the disinterested shareholder approval in the company legislation. In contrast, in Singapore, the Securities Industry Council (SIC), which administers the Singapore Takeover Code, and the SGX have not actively initiated the reforms, preferring to leave any reforms to legislation. We give two examples. First, in respect of compulsory acquisition, as outlined in Part III(1)(a) above, in Hong Kong, since 2002, there was a requirement in the Hong Kong Takeover Code that shares held by concert parties cannot be computed into the 90% threshold. It was only in 2012, after a period of 10 years, that the Companies Ordinance 2012 gave statutory effect by imposing the requirement to mandatorily exclude the computation from the threshold shares held by associates. In the case of Singapore, in spite of market feedback asking for more rigorous protections towards minority shareholders in privatisation, SGX has publicly that stated that compulsory acquisition matters are matters for the legislation to determine. While two attempts are made by independent law reform committees to recommend that Singapore should adopt the UK’s more minority-shareholder friendly provisions, they have not succeeded. Second, for schemes for of arrangement, in Hong Kong, the 10% objection rule found in section 674(2) of the Companies Ordinance 2012 first originates in a slightly different form from the amendment in of the Hong Kong Takeover Code in 1993. It was amended a couple of times and since 2001, it now takes its current form. Again, after a period of 10 years, the requirement of not more than 10% disinterested shares casting against the resolution is given statutory backing in the form of the Companies Ordinance 2012 if the scheme is effected by way of a takeover. In contrast, in Singapore, prior to 1999, the SIC had viewed the issue that it was a matter for the shareholders to decide and for the court to approve. It was only in 1999 that the SIC only proposed to clarify that who should abstain from voting in the schemes of arrangement. Even then, after considering the position in Hong Kong, it chooses not to incorporate the 10% objection rule, but puts in place a more modest proposal as to require the abstention of voting from shareholders who are concert parties of the bidder. We argue that the principal driver of regulation has substantive implications on the content of regulation. Legislation has to be determinate and predictable, to ensure appropriate enforcement, whether civil or criminal, and avoiding the need for ex post litigation. One of the main reasons why the Singapore Government eventually rejected the amendment to section 215 for the shareholdings of the associates to be excluded from the 90% threshold is that it would lead to indeterminacy in the law. The concept of disinterested shares would have also met the same objection. In contrast, if the rules are found in stock exchange listing rules or takeover code, notwithstanding that they also are promulgated indirectly by the state, these rules can afford to be more indeterminate and open-textured. Breach of the listing rules remains a breach of contractual obligations, though the exchange is now able to take disciplinary sanctions. Breach of the takeover code is not law though the market participants may be subject to sanctions. It is possible for the transaction planners to ex ante, to obtain guidance from the securities regulators in ways which are not possible in legislation. Regulators are also more cautious in advocating changes to the legislation. 



Normative conclusions 

• Higher premium in HK market may not 
mean that shareholders are better off: 
– Less offers 
– Potentially other kinds of tunnelling occur 

• Arbitrage and delisting offers in Singapore 
of particular concerns to minority 
shareholder protections  
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Our study does show that minority shareholders of Singapore companies are in fact disadvantaged in compulsory acquisitions and delistings, as compared to the schemes of arrangement. Controlling shareholders are able to arbitrage around the minority shareholder protection provisions found in general offers and pay a lower premium. They have also exercised their ability to procure the delisting of the target, thereby pressuring the minority shareholders to accept their undervalued offers. This is a cause of concern as controlling shareholders generally pick the transaction structures that lead to the maximum certainty and the lowest price.We also find that the existing safeguard for delistings, that is, the requirement to provide a reasonable exit offer is weak. The independent financial adviser opines on the reasonableness of the exit offer (and the independent directors normally follow the IFA’s advice). However, due to the inherent subjectivity of these opinions, shareholders cannot rely on the IFAs to deter opportunistic bids. In unreported results, we find that in 5 (10.87%) cases in the sample of SGX-listed companies that are the subject-matter of delisting offers, the IFAs have found that the exit offers are fair and reasonable notwithstanding that the exit offers in question is at a steep discount (more than 30%) to the latest NAV as at the latest financial date. Only in two cases that the bidder withdrew their exit offers because the IFAs opined that the offer was not fair and reasonable and the SGX regarded that rule 1309 was not complied with. Particularly, given the goal of SGX to increase retail participation in the stock markets, there is a need to boost the confidence of the retail investors that they will not be short-changed by the controlling shareholders if they (the controllers of these companies) choose to delist. Influx of foreign firmsIn both Hong Kong and Singapore, compulsory acquisitions and schemes of arrangement are matters dealt with under the respective company law of the place of incorporation of the company. As mentioned above, delisting offers are dealt with under the stock exchange regulation. A broader question is the extent to which shareholders of foreign companies in both jurisdictions share the same protection as locally incorporated companies, particularly for compulsory acquisitions and schemes of arrangement. Here, we focus on Bermuda and Cayman Islands-incorporated companies as they represent the top two jurisdictions of delisted foreign companies in our sample for the two jurisdictions. In this regard, Hong Kong has removed the headcount test for schemes of arrangement, but not Bermuda and Cayman Island. Instead, Cayman Islands and Bermuda have provisions that are similar to the shareholder approvals in an English scheme of arrangement, that is, the requirement of the approval of a majority in number representing 75% in value. While there have been calls for the two jurisdictions to remove the headcount test and replace with the 10% objection rule, we believe that the more important issue is the role of the court in safeguarding minority shareholders in schemes of arrangement. Schemes of arrangement are subject to the law of incorporation of the company and are not approved by the judiciary of the place of listing. It is noted that the landmark case of PCCW involves a Hong Kong-incorporated company where judiciary has been prepared to examine both the fairness of the process and the price before sanctioning the scheme, where the independent board and the IFA were prepared to opine that the transaction was fair and reasonable. Our study shows that premiums for foreign target companies, as compared to local companies, are lower in Singapore but not in Hong Kong. This does not necessarily mean that there is no issue of unfairness in the playing field in Hong Kong. What is notable is that our study further shows that 55.56% (15 cases out of 27) of the foreign companies (mostly incorporated in the Cayman Islands or Bermuda) which underwent privatisation listed on SEHK utilise the scheme of arrangement, compared to 9.52% (2 cases out of 21) of the foreign companies listed on SGX, among cases where the bidder controlled 30% or more shares. This raises the following question. Investors investing in the foreign companies will not have the benefit of the Hong Kong judiciary in sanctioning the scheme. It is unclear how the Bermuda or Cayman Island courts will decide if the complaint that is raised by the minority shareholders based in Hong Kong is that the takeover price is substantively unfair. There is evidence that Bermudan courts follow English law in general non-interference as to the adequacy of consideration and if so, it will always be unlikely for the minority shareholders to succeed once the requisite majority in number representing 75% in value is obtained. While in Hong Kong, in theory, the provisions in the Companies Ordinance on derivative actions and unfair oppression actions extend to foreign companies, these provisions have not been invoked in privatisation transactions. The final question then is how to best level the playing field among the foreign and locally incorporated companies. One way is to subject schemes of arrangement of foreign companies to the same judicial oversight from the place of listing. However, this may seem administratively unwieldy for the scheme to be subject to two court sanctions, one in the place of incorporation and one in the place of listing. The alternative is for the securities regulator in the place of listing to be given the final veto on the schemes of arrangement. Securities regulators have the expertise and can engage experienced professionals from the market in assessing the fairness of the consideration. This will allow the same access to complaints to the securities regulators by the shareholders of listed issuers, whether local or foreign. 
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